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Abstract
Rationale: Poor lung health in adult life may occur partly through suboptimal growth and development, as suggested by epidemiological evidence pointing to early life risk factors. 
Objectives: To systematically investigate the effects of lung development genes on adult lung function.
Methods: Using UK Biobank data, we tested the association of 391 genes known to influence lung development with FVC and FEV1/FVC. We split the dataset into two random subsets of 207,616 and 138,411 individuals, using the larger to select the most promising signals and the smaller for replication.  
Measurements and Main Results: We identified 55 genes, of which 36 (16 for FVC; 19 for FEV1/FVC; 1 for both) had not been identified in the largest, most recent genome-wide study of lung function. Most of these 36 signals were intronic variants; expression data from blood and lung tissue showed that the majority affect the expression of the genes they lie within. Further testing of 34 of these 36 signals in the CHARGE and SpiroMeta consortia showed that 16 replicated after Bonferroni correction and another 12 at nominal significance level. 53 of the 55 genes fell into four biological categories whose function is to regulate organ size and cell integrity (growth factors; transcriptional regulators; cell-cell adhesion; extra-cellular matrix), suggesting that these specific processes are important for adult lung health. 
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates the importance of lung development genes in regulating adult lung function and influencing both restrictive and obstructive patterns. Further investigation of these developmental pathways could lead to druggable targets.  
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Introduction
Gaining a full understanding of the genetic and environmental causes of impaired lung function is important if we are to discover ways to prevent chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and to optimise lung health. Furthermore, the public health benefits of improving lung function are far-reaching, given that poor lung function, and especially a lower Forced Vital Capacity (FVC), is a powerful predictor of increased mortality, in particular from cardiovascular disease, and even in non-smokers ADDIN EN.CITE (1, 2). 
A long-standing hypothesis states that low lung function and COPD in late adult life may occur partly through suboptimal growth and development, with failure to attain maximal lung capacity in young adulthood ADDIN EN.CITE (3-6).  There is substantial epidemiological and experimental evidence supporting the concept of the developmental origins of adult lung disease and impaired lung function ADDIN EN.CITE (7). Epidemiological evidence includes tracking of lung function from early childhood to adulthood, which implicates environmental factors operating early in life(3);  various prenatal, perinatal and postnatal risk factors have been linked to impaired adult lung function, including maternal smoking, low birth weight, prematurity and respiratory tract infections ADDIN EN.CITE (4, 5). 
Whilst the early environment has been implicated in the aetiology of impaired lung function, there has been no systematic investigation of the role of genes known to play a vital role in lung development.  Genetic variants affecting adult cross-sectional lung function have shown little or no effect on longitudinal lung function decline ADDIN EN.CITE (8), and some of these variants have been identified in children as well as adults. These observations suggest that lung function at a given point in adulthood may be more influenced by genetic factors that affect the developmental trajectory of lung function rather than the rate of subsequent decline. Indeed, lung development gene variants have been identified in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of lung function ADDIN EN.CITE (9); some of these have been associated with infant lung function(10), and for others there is evidence of differential expression during human fetal lung development ADDIN EN.CITE (11).  However, it is likely that other lung development gene variants genuinely associated with lung function may not have achieved the stringent genome-wide significance thresholds (typically 5x10-8) required to protect against false positive findings. Taking a complementary hypothesis-driven approach, here we investigate 391 genes known to influence lung development for association with adult lung function, in particular FVC and the ratio of forced expiratory volume in one second to FVC (FEV1/FVC), using data from the large UK Biobank dataset. 
Methods
UK Biobank data
UK Biobank (UKB) is a study of 502,543 volunteer participants aged 39-70, recruited from 22 study centres across the United Kingdom, which collected data on a large number of genetic and non-genetic risk factors for chronic disease and related disease traits  ADDIN EN.CITE (12, 13). We included in our analyses 346,027 individuals of self-reported white ethnicity with available good quality genetic and lung function data, as shown in Supplementary Figure 1. For lung function data, we used FVC and FEV1 “best measure”, as proposed in the UK BiLEVE study ADDIN EN.CITE (14). Supplementary Table 1 provides UKB Data Field numbers and web links for full description of all variables used in the analyses. 
For the genetic data, quality control and genotype imputation were performed by UKB as previously described ADDIN EN.CITE (13); we used the genetic dataset made available on July 2017.
Selection of genes related to lung development
The list of genes related to lung development was prepared by two experts (CD and MH), as previously described ADDIN EN.CITE (15). An initial list of genes was compiled by each expert separately based on their knowledge from both human and experimental data, including orthologues of genes known to affect lung development in a variety of model organisms. The two lists were compared, and a common list was agreed. This list was further extended to include relevant additional genes identified based on: pathway information from KEGG(16) (relevant genes lying in the same pathways as those in the list); literature data from HuGE Navigator(17) (genes considered as associated with lung development in previous genetic association studies). In the case of large gene families, if in doubt about which genes to select we chose those with higher gene expression in fetal lung, using information from BioGPS (Human U133A/GNF1H Gene Atlas database)(18).
From this list of 403 genes, after excluding genes on the X chromosome, we considered 391 genes (Supplementary Table 2). Within these genes, 106,384 variants were available in UK Biobank after exclusion of variants with minor allele frequency <0.01 and imputation quality (info score) <0.5.  
Association of lung development genes with adult lung function
We first considered which of the 391 genes were associated with adult lung function in the largest, most recent GWAS by Shrine at al. ADDIN EN.CITE (9); 19 of them were reported either as novel signals or as replication of findings from previous studies ADDIN EN.CITE (14, 19-27), and their results for FVC and FEV1/FVC in UKB (N=346,027) are presented in Supplementary Table 3.
To identify and replicate further associations in the remaining 372 genes, we randomly split the UKB dataset into two subsets of 60% (N=207,616) and 40% (N=138,411) of the total sample.  Main participants’ characteristics, including lung function, for the whole study sample and for the two subsets separately, are summarised in Supplementary Table 4. We used the larger subset (Stage 1) to select the most promising signals, taking the “best SNP” for each gene (i.e. the SNP with the lowest p-value, if the p-value was lower than an arbitrary “screening” threshold of 1x10-3), and the smaller subset (Stage 2) for replication. In Stage 1 we tested all 98,255 variants in the 372 genes; for each gene, we selected for replication the “best SNP”. In Stage 2, we tested all ‘best SNPs’ and considered as replicated those associations with effect in the same direction as in Stage 1 and one-sided p-value below a Bonferroni-corrected threshold (0.05 divided by the number of SNPs sent to replication: 102 SNPs, p<4.9x10-4, for FVC; 113 SNPs, p<4.4x10-4, for FEV1/FVC). Use of Bonferroni correction in Stage 2, on which all our inferences are based, fully addresses the issue of multiple testing. 
In both Stage 1 and Stage 2, we estimated the association of each variant with FVC and FEV1/FVC using linear mixed models as implemented in BOLT-LMM ADDIN EN.CITE (28), which account for cryptic relatedness and for the fine-scale population structure that can be found within self-reported white ethnicity. The analyses assumed an additive genetic model and were adjusted for age, age2, sex, height, smoking status (ever/never), genotyping array and assessment centre. Adjustment for height ensures the genetic effects on lung function are independent of body size.
For both FVC and FEV1/FVC, we evaluated whether our replicated SNP for a gene was in linkage disequilibrium (LD r2 > 0.1) with the ‘best SNP’ for a different gene, in which case we performed conditional analyses, mutually adjusting one for the other. 
We performed three sets of secondary analyses on replicated SNPs: a) we assessed their association with spirometrically-defined COPD, defined as an FEV1/FVC below the lower limit of normal (LLN) based on the NHANES III study equation for Caucasians(29), adjusting the models for the same variables as in the main analyses; b) we repeated the main analyses stratified by smoking status. If lung development genes are largely influencing maximal level attained through lung growth, then we might expect stronger associations in non-smokers; in contrast, if their influence on lung function is through increasing lung repair in response to insults such as smoking, which would affect lung function decline, then we might expect stronger associations in smokers; c) we repeated the main analyses stratifying participants below and above the median age of 58. If a lung development gene affects lung regeneration, we might expect a stronger effect in older people and vice versa, although the age range in UKB (39 to 70) limits the extent to which effect modification by age can be investigated in this dataset.  To increase the statistical power of these secondary analyses, we performed them on the whole UKB sample (N=346,027), which included 35,840 spirometrically-defined COPD cases (FEV1/FVC < LLN) (10.4%), and 211,689 ever smokers (61%). 
Using results in individuals of European ancestry from the CHARGE and SpiroMeta consortia, we further tested for replication signals that had not been reported by Shrine at al. ADDIN EN.CITE (9) either as newly identified or as replicated from previous studies. For CHARGE we used the results of a GWAS meta-analysis of 18 studies ADDIN EN.CITE (26), and for SpiroMeta the publicly available results of a GWAS meta-analysis of 22 studies downloaded from the GWAS Catalog (www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/publications/30804560 (​http:​/​​/​www.ebi.ac.uk​/​gwas​/​publications​/​30804560​)). As in our analyses, all studies in CHARGE and SpiroMeta controlled for age, age2, sex, height and smoking status (with additional adjustment in CHARGE for height2 and smoking pack-years, and, for FVC, also weight), as well as population stratification and, when necessary, family relatedness and centre. We could not use standard meta-analysis to combine the results from CHARGE and SpiroMeta since the latter used rank-based inverse normal transformation, and we therefore used Fisher’s meta-analysis of p-values. Replication was defined as an effect in the same direction as in UKB, with a one-sided p-value below the Bonferroni-corrected threshold. In Fisher’s meta-analysis, p-values were inverted for estimates in the opposite direction.
Results
Stage 1 results for all 98,255 SNPs in the 372 genes are reported in Supplementary Table 5 for both FVC and FEV1/FVC. Taking to Stage 2 the ‘best SNP’ per gene, 102 SNPs with p-value < 1x10-3 were tested for replication for FVC, and 113 for FEV1/FVC; results for all SNPs tested for replication are reported in Supplementary Table 6 for both traits.  
In conditional analyses adjusting the effect of a replicated SNP for any other replicated SNP in LD with it, we identified three signals (two for FVC, one for FEV1/FVC) where the effect disappeared, and these were dropped (see Supplementary Table 6).
We replicated signals in 42 genes (p-value in Stage 2 below the Bonferroni-corrected thresholds of p<4.9x10-4 for FVC or p<4.4x10-4 for FEV1/FVC). To assess whether these associations might be explained by neighbouring genes previously associated with lung function, we repeated the analyses after adjusting for SNPs reported by Shrine et al. ADDIN EN.CITE (9) that were in LD (r2>0.1) with the 42 SNPs we had identified. Following these conditional analyses, 36 signals remained as independent findings (Supplementary Table 7), and all further analyses focused on them.
The results for these 36 genes are reported in Table 1; of these, 16 were uniquely associated (replication in Stage 2) with FVC, 19 uniquely with FEV1/FVC, and only one signal was associated with both traits. In the secondary analysis testing the association with spirometrically-defined COPD, 14 of the 36 genes showed a statistically significant association after Bonferroni correction (p<1.4x10-3), and a further 7 showed nominal statistical significance (p<0.05), with the odds ratio for COPD always in a consistent direction with the effect on FEV1/FVC (lower or higher ratio, respectively) (Table 2). In the secondary analysis stratified by smoking, results for FVC and FEV1/FVC were broadly similar in smokers vs never-smokers (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3), with no statistically significant interactions after Bonferroni correction. The same was observed for the analysis stratified by age, with results broadly similar and no significant interactions after Bonferroni correction (Supplementary Figures 4 and 5).  
For the external replication in CHARGE and SpiroMeta, 34 of the 36 signals had available data for the SNP or a proxy (LD r2≥0.8). The sample sizes varied across SNPs (Table 3), from 108,318 to 143,612 in the meta-analysis of CHARGE and SpiroMeta. Overall of these 34 variants, 16 replicated after Bonferroni correction and another 12 at the nominal level of significance (Table 3).  
To help interpret our findings, we grouped all 55 genes into biological categories based on their known function, as shown in Table 4; such information was derived from NCBI Gene (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene (​http:​/​​/​www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov​/​gene​)), ENSEMBL (www.ensembl.org (​http:​/​​/​www.ensembl.org​)), GeneCards (www.genecards.org (​http:​/​​/​www.genecards.org​)) and MGI (www.informatics.jax.org (​http:​/​​/​www.informatics.jax.org​)) databases. Of the 55 genes, 53 fall into just four categories: growth factors, transcriptional regulators, cell-cell adhesion/cytoskeletal, and extracellular matrix (ECM). Genes encoding growth factors, or their receptors, are the most well represented category (N=19), and within this group, Wnt signalling genes (CSNK2B, DVL2, GSK3B, ROR2, SFRP2, TCF7L1, WNT2B, WNT7A, WNT9A) are particularly prevalent. Genes encoding transcription factors are also highly represented (N=17); within this category, we identify genes involved in vitamin A signalling, including the RA ligand activated transcription factors (RARA, RARB)) , and glucocorticoid signalling genes, including glucocorticoid receptor (NR3C1), NCOR1 and its paralogue NCOR2 that modulate the activity of nuclear receptors including RARs, PPARD and glucocorticoid receptor. Ten genes relate to cell-cell adhesion and the cytoskeleton, including three genes associated with actin microfilaments (ACTN3, ACTN4, TNS1). Another seven genes relate to the ECM, including ELN which encodes elastin.  
Functional annotation and gene expression
Using the Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor tool (www.ensembl.org/info/genome/variation/prediction/predicted_data.html#consequences (​http:​/​​/​www.ensembl.org​/​info​/​genome​/​variation​/​prediction​/​predicted_data.html#consequences​)) (30), we investigated the functional consequence of the 36 novel signals; Table 1 shows that most of them are intron variants. 
We also assessed whether the 36 signals affect the expression of the genes they lie within. For gene expression in blood, we used cis-eQTL data from the eQTLGen Consortium (www.eqtlgen.org/cis-eqtls.html (​http:​/​​/​www.eqtlgen.org​/​cis-eqtls.html​)) ADDIN EN.CITE (31), which includes 37 datasets with a total of 31,684 individuals; for the 36 SNPs, the actual sample size varied from 8,269 to 31,684. For gene expression in lung tissue, we used data from the GTEx Portal (www.gtexportal.org/home/eqtls/tissue?tissueName=Lung (​http:​/​​/​www.gtexportal.org​/​home​/​eqtls​/​tissue?tissueName=Lung​)), which includes lung tissue samples from 383 individuals, with actual sample size varying from 12 to 286 for our 36 SNPs. Table 1 reports the effects of the 36 signals on the expression of the gene they lie within. Out of 27 SNPs with available data, 22 showed eQTL evidence in blood and 10 in lung tissue. For four signals (WNT2B, WNT7A, WNT9A, ACTN4) we found evidence in lung tissue, but not in blood, despite the very small sample size of lung eQTL data.
Discussion
Our study demonstrates the role of lung development genes in regulating adult lung function and provides further support for the developmental origins of both restrictive and obstructive impairment of adult lung function, and spirometrically-defined COPD. Overall, we identify 55 lung development related genes associated with adult lung function; of these, 36 had not been reported in the largest and most recent GWAS of lung function ADDIN EN.CITE (9), showing the value of our hypothesis-driven approach in complementing agnostic GWAS. Only 6 of the 36 signals could not be replicated in external populations from the CHARGE and SpiroMeta consortia; for 3 of them this is not surprising given the low allele frequency and therefore low power to detect realistic effect sizes despite the large replication sample size.  
To further assess the novelty of the 36 genes, we searched the literature for any evidence of association with lung function and related outcomes, using PhenoScanner ADDIN EN.CITE (32) and HuGE Navigator(17) and checking references of relevant papers. We found previous evidence for just four of the 36 genes. An intergenic variant annotated to NCOR2 (NCOR2/SCARB1 locus) was previously associated with adult FEV1 ADDIN EN.CITE (26), but did not replicate in Shrine et al. ADDIN EN.CITE (9). NCOR2 was also associated with FVC in young adults but could only be replicated in children ADDIN EN.CITE (15); the same study identified, but did not replicate, KAT8. SOX9 was associated with adult FEV1 in a study that included SNP by smoking interaction ADDIN EN.CITE (33). NR3C1 was previously identified in a GWAS of spirometrically-defined COPD(34); recently an intergenic variant annotated to NR3C1 (NR3C1/ARHGAP26 locus) was also associated with FEV1/FVC in a methodological study incorporating functional genomics data to increase power in GWAS ADDIN EN.CITE (35). Interestingly, two additional genes were previously associated with asthma-related phenotypes, RUNX1 with paediatric asthma ADDIN EN.CITE (36) and IgE levels ADDIN EN.CITE (37) in two candidate-gene studies, and ITGB5 with airway hyperresponsiveness in asthmatic individuals in a GWAS ADDIN EN.CITE (38). 
Among all 55 genes, the large majority show an association with either FVC or FEV1/FVC, but not both, which is not surprising given that these parameters identify distinct patterns of lung function impairment. In population-based epidemiological studies, a low FVC is a marker of restriction, indicating small lung volumes, and is a strong predictor of all-cause mortality, even in the absence of chronic lung disease(1). Similarly, a low FEV1/FVC is an epidemiological marker of COPD, which is projected to become the third leading cause of death worldwide by 2020(39). Knowledge of whether a lung development gene affects restriction, obstruction, or both, links the development of lung structure with function, and points to underlying mechanistic pathways that will inform future experimental follow-up studies.  
Biological interpretation
Our finding that 53 out of the 55 genes identified in this study fall into four biological categories whose function is to regulate organ size and cell integrity indicates the particular importance of these processes for adult lung health. Growth factors, the best represented gene category, are diffusible signalling proteins that exert a variety of biological responses important for organ generation, including: proliferation, morphogenesis and angiogenesis. They are also important for maintaining homeostasis in adulthood. Abnormal production of growth factors can lead to lung diseases; for example, perturbed angiogenic growth factors can lead to bronchopulmonary dysplasia(40), and overactive TGF-beta signalling to idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis ADDIN EN.CITE (41). Within this group, Wnt signalling genes are highly represented; in addition to being critically required for all stages of lung generation, the Wnt signalling pathway has an important role in maintaining lung health, by stimulating repair following injury ADDIN EN.CITE (42, 43). 
Genes encoding transcription factors are also well represented; these regulate the expression of multiple genes by binding to specific DNA sequences to activate/repress gene transcription. During development, transcriptional regulators control growth in a highly ordered spatio-temporal manner(44), disruption of which can affect organ size, architecture and function. Within this category, we identify genes involved in vitamin A and glucocorticoid signalling. Vitamin A signalling has an important role not only in lung development but also in adult lung structural homeostasis, with abnormal vitamin A signalling associated with histological emphysema driven possibly via aberrant endothelial cell repair in patients with COPD ADDIN EN.CITE (45, 46). Interestingly, we also identified transcription factors, like the homeobox genes HOXA1 and HOXB4, which themselves are transcriptional targets of other genes that we identified, including RARA, RARB, WNT2B, WNT7B and WNT9A.
Some of the genes identified relate to cell-cell adhesion and the cytoskeleton. Cell-cell adhesion is important to maintain tissue integrity; its breakdown and subsequent loss of epithelial barrier function is also frequently a component of lung disease(47). Three of the genes identified (ACTN3, ACTN4, TNS1) act on the actin cytoskeleton, a network of intracellular fibres that are integral to both cell-cell, and cell-ECM, interactions, and which are required to maintain cell integrity and movement(48). 
Finally, we identify genes related to the ECM, which in the lungs provides not only a scaffold to support cells, but also a source of biological signals and mechanical strength to maintain cell integrity and health, through a bioactive environment interacting with surrounding cells ADDIN EN.CITE (48, 49). Pathological changes to the ECM are a recognised hallmark of lung diseases, including asthma, COPD and IPF, and current regenerative medicine strategies are exploring the efficacy of targeting the ECM as a possible avenue for the treatment of lung diseases ADDIN EN.CITE (49). Included in this category is the gene encoding elastin (ELN); elastin is a major component of the ECM, that not only links alveoli to the conducting airways, but is a key determinant of the elastic recoil in the lung.  We speculate that the association of ELN with FEV1/FVC and COPD (FEV1/FVC < LLN) in our data might reflect an effect of this gene on elastic recoil and risk of emphysema.  
Strengths and limitations
Despite the high heritability of lung function, genetic variants identified by agnostic GWAS still explain only a small proportion of its variability in the population ADDIN EN.CITE (9). By using a hypothesis-driven approach we have identified a substantial number of additional variants associated with lung function, especially polymorphisms with relatively low allele frequencies, which may not have reached strict genome-wide significance thresholds in previous GWAS. While this suggests that focusing the analyses on many genes related to a pathophysiological process thought to affect the outcome is a promising approach, a practical issue is how to select the genes to be investigated. Our list of about 400 genes was previously prepared following a thorough process based on experts’ knowledge from animal and human studies, integrated with data from bioinformatic tools ADDIN EN.CITE (15). However, we acknowledge that there is a degree of subjectivity involved in this method. 
Epidemiological studies have linked the early life environment to adult lung function and COPD, and it is assumed that these associations are mediated through impacts on lung growth and development. By demonstrating clear associations of multiple lung development genes with adult lung function, we have provided more direct evidence that lung development plays a crucial role in adult lung health. Furthermore, in contrast to observational studies implicating the early environment, our genetic findings are unlikely to be affected by classical environmental and lifestyle confounders, and this strengthens causal inference. That said, given the cross-sectional nature of our study and the age of UKB participants, measured lung function will reflect a combination of maximal level attained through growth, and subsequent decline. We therefore cannot determine whether the implicated lung development genes are only influencing the former, or whether they may also be influencing repair, and hence combating insults such as smoking which can cause accelerated decline later in life. The broadly similar results in smokers and non-smokers do not favour one explanation over the other. 
An obstructive pattern, indicated by a low FEV1/FVC ratio, can be caused by respiratory conditions other than COPD, including bronchiectasis, bronchiolitis and cystic fibrosis, but these are uncommon in the general population. Asthma is more common, however, and can also result in a low pre-bronchodilator FEV1/FVC, which cannot exclude the presence of reversible obstruction. As post-bronchodilator lung function was not measured in UKB, we performed sensitivity analyses, excluding individuals with a self-reported doctor diagnosis of asthma, and these confirmed the results of the main analyses (data not shown).
 Future research
Further detailed investigation of our findings is required to identify the underlying causal variants and possible pathogenetic mechanisms. For some of the identified genes there is experimental evidence of an ongoing role in adult lung homeostasis and repair through alveolar maintenance and regeneration following injury later in life, with potential implications for understanding rapid decline of lung function and identifying future pharmacological targets. Longitudinal cohorts offer an opportunity to examine associations with lung function trajectories across the life course. If lung development genes are acting primarily on growth and development, we might expect to see stronger associations in children and young adults, before lung function decline has commenced. Conversely, if they are acting primarily on repair, stronger effects might be seen on decline in older individuals. Extending the investigation of lung development genes to incorporate cross-sectional data on children, adolescents and young adults from different studies would also help disentangle effects on lung growth from those on lung regeneration. However, such investigation would require very large sample sizes to ensure adequate power to detect signals with relatively small effects and/or low allele frequencies, such as those that we have identified. 
We have taken a conservative approach that only considered one ‘best SNP’ per gene, but a gene may contain multiple independent signals. Similar to GWAS findings, the majority of our novel 36 signals are intronic variants, which might exert their effect by modifying the expression of other genes; however, most of them do affect the expression of the genes they lie within. These signals could be further investigated in relevant human cell lines or animal models, for example using gene editing to delete a small region that includes the SNP identified, as recently done by Parker et al. ADDIN EN.CITE (50). 
Finally, further research is needed to clarify whether the identified genes act on lung function independently, or through gene-gene or gene-environment interactions. For example, NCOR2 might affect lung function through its effects on vitamin A metabolism via the retinoic acid receptor (RAR), or alternatively through interaction with genes encoding non-nuclear receptor transcription factors like Foxp1, which are also important for lung development(51). Another example is a possible gene-environment interaction between lung development genes involved in vitamin A metabolism and vitamin A intake on lung function; for example, the beneficial effect of prenatal vitamin A supplementation on offspring lung function ADDIN EN.CITE (52) may be modified by vitamin A related genes. 
In conclusion, our findings show a clear effect of lung development genes on adult lung function, influencing both restrictive and obstructive patterns. Furthermore, they demonstrate how genetic knowledge of relevant biological processes can be used to help identify novel genetic associations for complex traits.  Further investigation of these developmental pathways could ultimately lead to druggable targets with the aim of optimising adult lung health and preventing COPD.  
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Table 1. UKB results from Stage 1 and Stage 2 (internal replication) for the 36 signals, Results are reported for: a) FVC (ml); b) FEV1/FVC (%). Chr: chromosome; BP: base position (build GRCh37). EA: effect allele. EAF: effect allele frequency. Functional consequence: for SNPs with different consequences associated with different transcripts, we considered the most deleterious. Beta: per-allele effect estimate. SE: standard error. NA: Not available. 
a)	FVC
Gene	SNP	Chr	BP	EA	EAF	Functional    consequence	Blood eQTL p-value	Lung eQTLp-value	Stage 1(N=207,616)	Stage 2 (Internal replication)(N=138,411)
									Beta	SE	p-value	Beta	SE	p-value
ACTN3	rs57127845	11	66,318,325	C	0.82	intron variant	7.4E-06 	0.022 	-12.3	2.4	2.5E-07	-14.7	2.9	2.3E-07
ACTN4	rs189809900	19	39,147,164	A	0.98	intron variant	0.112	0.005	-25.7	7.2	3.5E-04	-35.8	8.9	2.8E-05
CLDN20	rs34268254	6	155,590,120	TA	0.39	intron variant	NA	NA	10.2	1.9	4.5E-08	9.0	2.3	4.6 E-05
GSK3B	rs6805251	3	119,560,606	T	0.38	intron variant	3.0E-97	1.1E-05	7.4	1.9	6.8E-05	8.0	2.3	2.1E-04
HOXA1	rs45571645	7	27,135,096	G	0.98	missense variant	2.7E-05	0.324 	33.3	6.8	9.8E-07	28.7	8.3	2.9 E-04
HOXB4	rs201603635	17	46,653,038	T	0.94	3 prime UTR variant	NA	NA	-12.8	3.8	6.9E-04	-16.3	4.6	1.9E-04
KAT8 	rs138259061	16	31,136,066	A	0.64	intron variant	3.5E-70 1	2.8E-23 1	-8.7	1.9	4.1E-06	-7.7	2.3	4.5E-04
ITGB5	rs17282078	3	124,481,760	T	0.87	3 prime UTR variant	3.2E-06	0.326 	9.1	2.7	7.4E-04	15.7	3.3	9.0E-07
MMP24	rs7280	20	33,864,484	A	0.58	3 prime UTR variant	2.2E-36 	0.499	10.3	1.8	2.7E-08	9.7	2.3	9.5 E-06
NCOR2	rs72451021	12	124,811,393	ACT	0.89	intron variant	6.3E-112	0.429	12.8	2.9	1.2E-05	12.8	3.6	1.9E-04
NR3C1	rs72801051	5	142,685,670	A	0.84	intron variant	1.1E-8	0.352	12.1	2.4	6.9E-07	10.7	3.0	1.6E-04
ROR2	rs12684752	9	94,682,990	T	0.94	intron variant	1.4E-9 	0.266 	-13.8	3.9	3.7E-04	-17.8	4.7	8.5E-05
RUNX1	rs12483501	21	36,224,276	T	0.63	intron variant	0.926	NA	8.9	2.0	9.3E-06	10.1	2.5	2.1E-05
SERPINC1	rs2227603	1	173,882,548	A	0.97	intron variant	0.967 	0.776 	-21.6	5.4	5.8E-05	-23.1	6.6	2.5E-04
SOX9	rs796209434	17	70,122,505	CT	0.53	3 prime UTR variant	NA	NA	7.3	1.8	6.2E-05	7.9	2.2	2.0E-04
WNT2B	rs351370	1	113,054,659	c	0.41	intron variant	0.191	6.9E-04	7.0	1.8	1.2E-04	7.7	2.2	3.2 E-04
WNT9A	rs35799012	1	228,133,322	C	0.83	intron variant	0.322	0.041	-7.9	2.4	9.1E-04	-13.5	2.9	2.2E-06

1 Expression data for proxy rs9936329 (r2=0.95)
2 Expression data for proxy rs11057583 (r2=1.0)

a)	FEV1/FVC
Gene	SNP	Chr	BP	EA	EAF	Functional    consequence	Blood eQTL p-value	Lung eQTLp-value	Stage 1(N=207,616)	Stage 2 (Internal replication)(N=138,411)
									Beta	SE	p-value	Beta	SE	p-value
CSNK2B	rs3117579	6	31,633,496	G	0.80	5 prime UTR variant	1.1E-04 	0.025	0.24	0.02	1.2E-23	0.19	0.03	2.0E-11
CTNND1	rs665058	11	57,579,166	T	0.56	intron variant	5.5E-12	0.460	-0.08	0.02	1.0E-05	-0.12	0.02	1.6E-07
ELN	rs2528794	7	73,480,805	G	0.88	intron variant	NA	0.413	-0.13	0.03	7.5E-06	-0.13	0.04	1.7E-04
FARP2	rs377324224	2	242,393,182	TG	0.63	intron variant	NA	NA	0.08	0.02	9.5E-05	0.09	0.02	1.1E-04
FGFR3	rs3135877	4	1,804,276	G	0.96	intron variant	NA	0.479	-0.24	0.05	9.4E-07	-0.34	0.06	7.0E-09
FGFR4	rs3135911	5	176,513,896	C	0.71	5 prime UTR variant	9.5E-06	0.359	0.10	0.02	8.0E-07	0.10	0.03	7.5E-05
GFI1	rs150037086	1	92,952,080	G	0.31	intron variant	1.6E-18 1	NA	0.11	0.02	1.8E-07	0.11	0.03	8.0E-06
GJE1	rs225607	6	142,455,130	C	0.54	missense variant	NA	NA	0.10	0.02	1.1E-07	0.13	0.02	2.1E-08
KAT7	rs755736	17	47,891,904	A	0.34	intron variant	3.5E-04	0.439	0.07	0.02	5.4E-04	0.09	0.02	1.1E-04
MAPRE1	rs853854	20	31,420,757	T	0.48	intron variant	3.0E-34	NA	-0.08	0.02	3.2E-05	-0.08	0.02	2.1E-04
NFATC3	rs548092276	16	68,210,935	C	0.84	intron variant	NA	NA	-0.16	0.03	3.6E-09	-0.16	0.03	7.5E-07
PDGFB	rs2267406	22	39,633,749	T	0.25	intron variant	9.8E-184	0.396	-0.09	0.02	2.1E-05	-0.12	0.03	1.1E-05
PPARD	rs2267666	6	35,370,728	A	0.24	intron variant	0.002	5.9E-04 	-0.13	0.02	5.2E-09	-0.10	0.03	7.0E-05
RARA	rs2715554	17	38,489,170	A	0.85	intron variant	3.6E-04	0.568	0.16	0.03	2.2E-09	0.12	0.03	1.5E-04
RUNX3	rs9438876	1	25,241,116	A	0.49	intron variant	8.9E-17	0.323	0.11	0.02	4.1E-09	0.10	0.02	2.4E-05
SERPING1	rs11229063	11	57,369,730	G	0.73	intron variant	7.2E-253	0.079	0.12	0.02	2.3E-08	0.12	0.03	2.5E-06
SFRP2	rs17030437	4	154,704,225	C	0.75	intron variant	7.2E-80	0.776	0.10	0.02	1.1E-05	0.10	0.03	1.5E-04
SOX9	rs796209434	17	70,122,505	CT	0.53	3 prime UTR variant	NA	NA	-0.04	0.02	2.4E-02	-0.08	0.02	4.3E-04
TCF7L1	rs4346385	2	85,504,989	A	0.29	intron variant	0.002	0.006	-0.08	0.02	1.6E-04	-0.09	0.03	3.1E-04
WNT7A	rs73151668	3	13,920,594	G	0.85	intron variant	0.281	1.1E-05	-0.11	0.03	3.0E-05	-0.21	0.03	9.5E-11
1 Expression data for proxy rs4565725 (r2=0.84)

Table 2. Results for the association of the 36 signals with COPD (analyses in the whole dataset, N=346,027). Chr: chromosome; BP: base position (build GRCh37); EA: effect allele; EAF: effect allele frequency; OR: per-allele odds ratio; SE: standard error of the OR. ** Statistically significant after Bonferroni correction (p<1.4x10-3); * Nominally significant (p<0.05).
Gene	SNP	Chr	BP	EA	EAF	OR	95%CI	p-value
ACTN3	rs57127845	11	66,318,325	C	0.82	1.01	0.99 to 1.03	0.299
ACTN4	rs189809900	19	39,147,164	A	0.98	1.03	0.97 to 1.10	0.326
CLDN20	rs34268254	6	155,590,120	TA	0.39	0.99	0.97 to 1.00	0.105
CSNK2B	rs3117579	6	31,633,496	G	0.8	0.95	0.93 to 0.97	1.1E-06**
CTNND1	rs665058	11	57,579,166	T	0.56	1.03	1.01 to 1.04	0.001**
ELN	rs2528794	7	73,480,805	G	0.88	1.05	1.02 to 1.08	2.2E-04**
FARP2	rs377324224	2	242,393,182	TG	0.63	0.98	0.96 to 1.00	0.011*
FGFR3	rs3135877	4	1,804,276	G	0.96	1.11	1.06 to 1.16	1.3E-06**
FGFR4	rs3135911	5	176,513,896	C	0.71	0.96	0.94 to 0.97	4.0E-07**
GFI1	rs150037086	1	92,952,080	G	0.31	0.97	0.95 to 0.98	9.5E-05**
GJE1	rs225607	6	142,455,130	C	0.54	0.97	0.96 to 0.99	4.1E-04**
GSK3B	rs6805251	3	119,560,606	T	0.38	0.99	0.98 to 1.01	0.447
HOXA1	rs45571645	7	27,135,096	G	0.98	0.98	0.92 to 1.04	0.743
HOXB4	rs201603635	17	46,653,038	T	0.94	1.01	0.97 to 1.04	0.729
ITGB5	rs17282078	3	124,481,760	T	0.87	1.00	0.98 to 1.03	0.759
KAT7	rs755736	17	47,891,904	A	0.34	0.98	0.96 to 1.00	0.018*
KAT8	rs138259061	16	31,136,066	A	0.64	1.01	1.00 to 1.03	0.190
MAPRE1	rs853854	20	31,420,757	T	0.48	1.02	1.01 to 1.04	0.008*
MMP24	rs7280	20	33,864,484	A	0.58	1.01	1.00 to 1.03	0.119
NCOR2	rs72451021	12	124,811,393	ACT	0.89	0.99	0.97 to 1.02	0.522
NFATC3	rs548092276	16	68,210,935	C	0.84	1.06	1.03 to 1.08	1.6E-06**
NR3C1	rs72801051	5	142,685,670	A	0.84	1.04	1.02 to 1.07	7.1E-05**
PDGFB	rs2267406	22	39,633,749	T	0.25	1.03	1.01 to 1.05	0.006*
PPARD	rs2267666	6	35,370,728	A	0.24	1.05	1.03 to 1.07	1.7E-07**
RARA	rs2715554	17	38,489,170	A	0.85	0.94	0.92 to 0.96	8.6E-08**
ROR2	rs12684752	9	94,682,990	T	0.94	1.00	0.97 to 1.04	0.824
RUNX1	rs12483501	21	36,224,276	T	0.63	0.98	0.97 to 1.00	0.044*
RUNX3	rs9438876	1	25,241,116	A	0.49	0.97	0.95 to 0.98	4.1E-05**
SERPINC1	rs2227603	1	173,882,548	A	0.97	0.97	0.92 to 1.01	0.155
SERPING1	rs11229063	11	57,369,730	G	0.73	0.96	0.95 to 0.98	2.1E-05**
SFRP2	rs17030437	4	154,704,225	C	0.75	0.97	0.96 to 0.99	0.004*
SOX9	rs796209434	17	70,122,505	CT	0.53	1.01	1.00 to 1.03	0.079
TCF7L1	rs4346385	2	85,504,989	A	0.29	1.03	1.01 to 1.05	0.003*
WNT2B	rs351370	1	113,054,659	c	0.41	1.00	0.98 to 1.02	0.944
WNT7A	rs73151668	3	13,920,594	G	0.85	1.06	1.03 to 1.08	2.0E-06**
WNT9A	rs35799012	1	228,133,322	C	0.83	1.00	0.98 to 1.02	0.749





Table 3. Results from external replication in CHARGE and SpiroMeta for the 36 signals, for: a) FVC (ml); b) FEV1/FVC (%). Chr: chromosome; BP: base position (build GRCh37). EA: effect allele. EAF: effect allele frequency. Beta: per-allele effect estimate. SE: standard error. NA: Not available. For SpiroMeta, reported only effect direction since beta not interpretable (use of rank-based inverse normal transformation). ** and *: External replication results significant at Bonferroni (p<3.1x10-3 for FVC; p<2.6x10-3 for FEV1/FVC) and nominal threshold (p<0.05). 
a)	FVC
Gene	SNP	Chr	EA	EAF	Internal replication	External replication
					UKB Stage 2(N=138,411)	CHARGE	SpiroMeta	Meta-analysis CHARGE + SpiroMeta
					Beta	SE	p-value	N	Beta	SE	p-value	N	Direction	p-value	p-value
ACTN3	rs57127845	11	C	0.82	-14.7	2.9	2.3E-07	60,507	-11.2	4.2	3.6E-03*	75,423	+	0.4731	0.014*
ACTN4	rs189809900	19	A	0.98	-35.8	8.9	2.8E-05	36,112	4.7	21.3	0.4141	81,081	-	0.232	0.407
CLDN20	rs34268254	6	TA	0.39	9.0	2.3	4.6 E-05	60,5072	7.92	3.22	6.4E-03*2	75,4222	+2	0.011*2	7.4E-04**
GSK3B	rs6805251	3	T	0.38	8.0	2.3	2.1E-04	60,506	4.9	3.2	0.064	74,551	+	0.083	0.033*
HOXA1	rs45571645	7	G	0.98	28.7	8.3	2.9 E-04	58,929	2.3	12.0	0.425	82,863	-	0.4811	0.559
HOXB4	rs201603635	17	T	0.94	-16.3	4.6	1.9E-04	NA	NA	NA	NA	NA	NA	NA	NA
ITGB5	rs17282078	3	T	0.87	15.7	3.3	9.0E-07	60,508	13.5	4.7	2.0E-03**	75,422	+	0.365	6.1E-03*
KAT8 	rs138259061	16	A	0.64	-7.7	2.3	4.5E-04	60,5083	-6.23	3.33	0.029*3	82,865	-	0.099	0.020*
MMP24	rs7280	20	A	0.58	9.7	2.3	9.5 E-06	60,508	8.5	3.3	5.1E-03*	81,992	+	0.014*	7.5E-04**
NCOR2	rs72451021	12	ACT	0.89	12.8	3.6	1.9E-04	45,256	1.9	5.9	0.372	75,4225	+5	0.038*5	0.074
NR3C1	rs72801051	5	A	0.84	10.7	3.0	1.6E-04	60,507	7.5	4.4	0.046*	75,421	+	0.111	0.032*
ROR2	rs12684752	9	T	0.94	-17.8	4.7	8.5E-05	60,506	-2.5	6.6	0.353	75,421	-	0.398	0.415
RUNX1	rs12483501	21	T	0.63	10.1	2.5	2.1E-05	60,508	4.0	3.9	0.150	81,992	+	0.026*	0.026*
SERPINC1	rs2227603	1	A	0.97	-23.1	6.6	2.5E-04	60,508	-20.6	10.0	0.020*	75,423	-	0.367	0.044*
SOX9	rs796209434	17	CT	0.53	7.9	2.2	2.0E-04	60,5064	10.44	3.24	5.4E-04**4	75,4224	+4	8.3E-03*4	6.0E-05**
WNT2B	rs351370	1	C	0.41	7.7	2.2	3.2 E-04	60,506	7.4	3.4	0.014*	74,550	+	3.2E-03*	4.9E-04**
WNT9A	rs35799012	1	C	0.83	-13.5	2.9	2.2E-06	60,508	-9.4	4.7	0.024*	74,552	-	2.8E-03**	7.1E-04**
1 p-value inverted in Fisher’s meta-analysis to reflect the effect in opposite direction (p-values reported for UKB Stage 2, CHARGE and SpiroMeta are all one-sided, see text); 2 Proxy: rs13220615 (r2=0.97); 3 Proxy: rs1978485 (r2=0.98); 4 Proxy: rs1042678 (r2=0.97);  5 Proxy: rs11057583 (r2=1.0) 
b)	FEV1/FVC
Gene	SNP	Chr	EA	EAF	Internal replication	External replication
					UKB Stage 2(N=138,411)	CHARGE	SpiroMeta	Meta-analysis CHARGE + SpiroMeta
					Beta	SE	p-value	N	Beta	SE	p-value	N	Direction	p-value	p-value
CSNK2B	rs3117579	6	G	0.80	0.19	0.03	2.0E-11	NA	NA	NA	NA	83,081	+	5.9E-05**	/
CTNND1	rs665058	11	T	0.56	-0.12	0.02	1.6E-07	60,531	-0.05	0.04	0.132	75,639	-	0.078	0.057
ELN	rs2528794	7	G	0.88	-0.13	0.04	1.7E-04	58,707	-0.27	0.07	7.0E-05**	74,767	-	0.016*	1.6E-05**
FARP2	rs377324224	2	TG	0.63	0.09	0.02	1.1E-04	NA	NA	NA	NA	NA	NA	NA	NA
FGFR3	rs3135877	4	G	0.96	-0.34	0.06	7.0E-09	39,004	-0.46	0.13	1.6E-04**	69,559	-	0.120	2.3E-04**
FGFR4	rs3135911	5	C	0.71	0.10	0.03	7.5E-05	51,019	0.21	0.05	1.9E-05**	75,6391	+1	1. 7E-03**1	5.9E-07**
GFI1	rs150037086	1	G	0.31	0.11	0.03	8.0E-06	60,5302	0.122	0.042	3.9E-03*2	75,6382	+2	0.0542	2.0E-03**
GJE1	rs225607	6	C	0.54	0.13	0.02	2.1E-08	60,531	0.07	0.04	0.060	75,638	+	0.114	0.040*
KAT7	rs755736	17	A	0.34	0.09	0.02	1.1E-04	58,706	0.04	0.04	0.188	83,081	+	0.018*	0.023*
MAPRE1	rs853854	20	T	0.48	-0.08	0.02	2.1E-04	58,949	-0.04	0.04	0.191	83,079	-	0.025*	0.030*
NFATC3	rs548092276	16	C	0.84	-0.16	0.03	7.5E-07	60,5313	-0.163	0.053	1.7E-03**3	75,6393	-3	4.8E-03*3	1.0E-04**
PDGFB	rs2267406	22	T	0.25	-0.12	0.03	1.1E-05	51,669	-0.20	0.05	9.1E-05**	83,079	-	0.063	7.5E-05**
PPARD	rs2267666	6	A	0.24	-0.10	0.03	7.0E-05	60,532	-0.22	0.05	2.6E-06**	83,079	-	7.1E-03*	3.5E-07**
RARA	rs2715554	17	A	0.85	0.12	0.03	1.5E-04	37,587	0.04	0.08	0.285	83,080	+	0.017*	0.030*
RUNX3	rs9438876	1	A	0.49	0.10	0.02	2.4E-05	58,679	0.08	0.05	0.041*	82,209	+	0.027*	8.6E-03*
SERPING1	rs11229063	11	G	0.73	0.12	0.03	2.5E-06	60,529	0.11	0.05	0.010*	75,638	+	0.018*	1.7E-03**
SFRP2	rs17030437	4	C	0.75	0.10	0.03	1.5E-04	60,503	0.19	0.05	1.3E-05**	75,638	+	0.143	2.6E-05**
SOX9	rs796209434	17	CT	0.53	-0.08	0.02	4.3E-04	60,5294	-0.084	0.044	0.022*4	75,6374	-4	2.1E-03**4	5.1E-04**
TCF7L1	rs4346385	2	A	0.29	-0.09	0.03	3.1E-04	60,531	-0.03	0.04	0.276	75,638	-	0.043*	0.065
WNT7A	rs73151668	3	G	0.85	-0.21	0.03	9.5E-11	60,530	-0.24	0.06	4.6E-05**	82,210	-	9.3E-04**	7.7E-07**
1 Proxy: rs451643 (r2=1); 2 Proxy: rs4565725 (r2=0.84); 3 Proxy: rs8048034 (r2=0.80); 4 Proxy: rs1042678 (r2=0.95)


Table 4. Gene function and associated biological categories for all the 55 genes identified for FVC, FEV1/FVC or both. The 36 novel genes are highlighted in bold.

Gene	Full name	Function	Biological category
CSNK2B	Casein kinase 2 beta	Ubiquitous protein kinase which regulates metabolic pathways, signal transduction, transcription, translation, and replication 	Growth factors
FGFR3	Fibroblast growth factor receptor 3	Encodes a tyrosine kinase and cell surface receptor for fibroblast growth factors 	
FGFR4	Fibroblast growth factor receptor 4	Encodes a tyrosine kinase and cell surface receptor for fibroblast growth factors 	
GSK3B	Glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta	Encodes a serine-threonine kinase belonging to the glycogen synthase kinase subfamily 	
PDGFB	Platelet derived growth factor subunit B	Encodes a member of the protein family comprised of platelet-derived growth factors (PDGF) 	
ROR2	Receptor tyrosine kinase like orphan receptor 2	Encodes a receptor protein tyrosine kinase and type I transmembrane protein that belongs to the ROR subfamily of cell surface receptors	
SFRP2	Secreted frizzled related protein 2	Encodes a member of the SFRP family that acts as soluble modulators of Wnt signalling 	
TCF7L1	Transcription factor 7 like 1	Encodes a member of the T cell factor/lymphoid enhancer factor family of transcription factors	
WNT2B	Wnt family member 2	Member of the WNT gene family	
WNT7A	Wnt family member 7A	Member of the WNT gene family 	
WNT9A	Wnt family member 9A	Member of the WNT gene family	
BMP4	Bone morphogenetic protein 4	Encodes a secreted ligand of the TGF-beta (transforming growth factor-beta) superfamily of proteins 	
FGF10	Fibroblast growth factor 10	Encodes a member of the Fibroblast Growth Factor family with roles in morphogenesis of epithelium, reepithelialization of wounds, hair development and early lung organogenesis	
FGF18	Fibroblast growth factor 18	Encodes a member of the Fibroblast Growth Factor family with roles in cell growth, morphogenesis and tissue repair and is particularly in bone development	
HHIP	Hedgehog interacting protein	Encodes a member of the hedgehog-interacting protein (HHIP) family which is a highly conserved, vertebrate-specific inhibitor of HH signalling 	
IGF1	Insulin Like Growth Factor 1	Encodes an Insulin-like protein, involved in mediating growth and development.	
KDR	Kinase insert domain receptor - Vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2	Encodes one of the two receptors of the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). This receptor functions as the main mediator of VEGF-induced endothelial proliferation, survival, migration, tubular morphogenesis and sprouting	
PTCH1	Patched 1	Encodes a member of the patched family of proteins and a component of the hedgehog signalling pathway	
TGFB2	Transforming growth factor beta 2	Encodes a secreted ligand of the TGF-beta (transforming growth factor-beta) superfamily of proteins 	
GFI1	Growth factor independent 1 transcriptional repressor	Encodes a nuclear zinc finger protein that functions as a transcriptional repressor	Transcriptional regulators
HOXA1	Homeobox A1	Encodes a DNA-binding transcription factor involved in spatial patterning in development	
HOXB4	Homeobox B4	Encodes a DNA-binding transcription factor involved in spatial patterning in development	
KAT7	Lysine acetyltransferase 7	Encodes a protein that is part of the multimeric HBO1 complex and possesses histone H4-specific acetyltransferase activity. This activity regulates gene transcription e.g. VEGFR2, by influencing chromatin conformation	
KAT8	Lysine acetyltransferase 8	Encodes a member of the MYST histone acetylase protein family. The encoded protein regulates gene transcription by influencing chromatin conformation	
NCOR2	Nuclear receptor corepressor 2	Encodes a protein that regulates repression of thyroid-hormone and retinoic-acid receptors 	
NFATC3	Nuclear factor of activated T cells 3	Encodes a member of the nuclear factors of activated T cells family of transcription factors	
NR3C1	Nuclear receptor subfamily 3 group C member 1	Encodes glucocorticoid receptor 	
PPARD	Peroxisome proliferator activated receptor delta	Encodes a member of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) family that is thought to function as an integrator of transcriptional repression and nuclear receptor signalling 	
RARA	Retinoic acid receptor alpha	Encodes the retinoic acid receptor alpha that acts as a ligand activated transcription factor	
RUNX1	Runt related transcription factor 1	Encodes for a member of the runt family of transcription factors that regulate haematopoiesis and skeletal development 	
RUNX3	Runt related transcription factor 3	Encodes for a member of the runt family of transcription factors that regulate haematopoiesis and skeletal development 	
SOX9 	SRY-box 9	The protein encoded is an HMG box DNA binding protein 	
GATA6	GATA Binding Protein 6	Member of the GATA family of transcription factors that regulate cellular differentiation and organogenesis during embryonic development	
NCOR1	Nuclear receptor corepressor 1	Encodes a protein that regulates repression of thyroid-hormone and retinoic-acid receptors 	
RARB	Retinoic acid receptor beta	Encodes the retinoic acid receptor beta that acts as a ligand activated transcription factor 	
RUNX2	Runt related transcription factor 2	Encodes for a member of the runt family of transcription factors that regulate haematopoiesis and skeletal development 	
ACTN3	Actinin alpha 3 (gene/pseudogene)	Involved in crosslinking actin filaments, part of the cytoskeleton. 	Cell-cell adhesion / Cytoskeleton
ACTN4	Actinin alpha 4	Actin binding protein, part of the cytoskeleton. 	
CLDN20	Claudin 20	Encodes a tight junction protein, important for cell polarity and regulating movement of molecules via the paracellular route. 	
CTNND1	Catenin delta 1	Armadillo protein family, which function in adhesion between cells and signal transduction 	
FARP2	FERM, ARH/RhoGEF and pleckstrin domain protein 2	Rho guanidine exchange factor	
GJE1	Gap junction protein epsilon 1	Gap junction protein; Gap junctions are specialized intercellular connections that enable cell:cell communication	
MAPRE1	Microtubule associated protein RP/EB family member 1	Encodes a protein that localizes to microtubules, a dynamic network of filaments that form part of the cytoskeleton.	
DSP	Desmoplakin	Encodes a protein component of functional desmosomes 	
PARD3	Par-3 family cell polarity regulator	Encodes a member of the PARD protein family that regulates cell polarity and cell:cell integrity	
TNS1	Tensin 1	Encodes for a protein that localises to focal adhesions and crosslinks actin filaments	
ELN	Elastin	Encodes a protein that is one of the two components of elastic fibres	Extracellular matrix
ITGB5	Integrin subunit beta 5	Encodes the integrin beta subunit 5 protein	
MMP24	Matrix metallopeptidase 24	Encodes a member of the peptidase M10 family of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) 	
SERPINC1	Serpin family C member 1	Encodes a plasma protease inhibitor and a member of the serpin superfamily	
SERPING1	Serpin family G member 1	Encodes a highly glycosylated plasma protein involved in the regulation of the complement cascade 	
ITGAV	Integrin subunit alpha V	Encodes a member of the integrin alpha chain family 	
MMP15	Matrix metallopeptidase 15	Encodes a member of the peptidase M10 family and membrane-type subfamily of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) 	
AGER	Advanced glycosylation end-product (AGE) specific receptor	Multiligand receptor; role in chronic vascular injury	Oxidative stress / Endothelial dysfunction
SFTPD	Surfactant protein D	The protein encoded is part of the innate immune response and has a role in surfactant regulation 	Immune response / Surfactant regulation
1 Also known as GDF5 (Growth differentiation factor 5)
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